1 Myths and Facts About
Sustainable Investing

Witt our comprehensive data on what investments
mul jal funds hold in their portfolios, plus
con pany-level ESG information from Sustainalytics.
Sus ainable investing is an approach that's likely

An examination of what sustainabi ty
is (and isn't)

to s ick around for a long time. There are
mor J than $21.4 trillion in global assets invested
sus ainably, and 71 percent of individual
inve stors are interested in the topic. Even the CFA
Inst tute, an investment thought leader, has
saic that evaluating ESG issues "will likely lead
to rr ore-complete investment analyses
and better-informed investment decisions."
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People worldwide are showing more interest in

important environmental, social, and governance

sustainable investing, so we introduced the

challenges compared to other companies in

Morningstar Sustainability Rating™ for funds. Our

the same industry. We consider all three types of
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ratings serve as the industry's first global

factors important. Social factors may include

standard for portfolio sustainability based on

a company's labor standards or how it treats its

environmental, social, and governance

employees. Governance covers issues such as

Myi 1 #3—Sustainable investors sacrifice
perf )rmance for supporting their personal ethics.

(or ESG) factors. We're offering these ratings to

how a company pays its executives or what kinds

Res larch on the performance of sustainable

help people who want to make sustainability

of political contributions it makes, {EXHIBIT

1)

a part of how they choose the funds they invest in.

inve stment strategies, including the traditional
excl jsionary approach, has found little evidence

Myth #2— Sustainable investing is just another
fad and not a measurable approach.

that this type of investing hurts performance.

While there are a handful of terms people use to
describe sustainable investing, we'd like to

While there are certainly examples of

effe ;t. By looking at the sustainability of a fund's

provide some clarity on what's really involved with

"greenwashing" in every industry, our Sustainability

Mo! t studies show either a neutral or positive
hole ings, you can identify funds that may offer

our sustainability initiative, while we dispel a

Ratings are intentionally designed to help

com jetitive advantages over the long run because

few common misconceptions.

you evaluate whether a fund that markets itself

of tl eir focus on companies with positive

as sustainable actually lives up to its promise.

susi iinability practices. At the same time, you can

Myth #1 — Our SustainabiHty Ratings tell you
which funds are "green" based on the environmental records of the companies a fund holds.

We use a consistent framework developed by our

avoi I funds with holdings that may present

analysts and research leaders to determine

gre; ter risks as a result of unsustainable choices.

a fund's sustainability. Using this framework, we

Mai y of the world's well-recognized companies

Our Sustainability Rating isn't about how

examine industry-recognized ESG factors, along

con ider sustainability in their corporate
stra egies—including Coca-Cola, Apple, BMW,

"green" a fund is—it's a broader measure of how

Adic as, and H&M. Though some people invest

well the companies a fund holds are handling

Examples of ESG Issues
EnvtrDnmental
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Gove lance

Climate change and carbon emissions

Gender and diversity policies

Boar 1 composition

Air and water pollution

Human rights

Exec itive compensation

Energy efficiency

Labor standards

Audi committee structure

Waste management

Employee engagement

Bribe 7 and corruption policies

Water scarcity

Customer satisfaction

Lobb 'ing activities

Biodiversity and deforestation

Community relations

Polit :al contributions
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this way to reflect their values, others see it as a
way to find long-term value in the market.
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Different Interests A high percentage of millenlials and women say they are
interested in ESG investing. Financial advisors iren't responding yet.
I Investors
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Myth #4—Investors who prioritize sustainable
strategies have an extremely limited list of
investment choices.
With the Morningstar Sustainability Rating,
investors who want to consider sustainable
strategies within their portfolios now have an
expanded universe of funds to choose from.
By offering Sustainability Ratings for more than
20,000 funds globally, we're providing a
new lens you can use to evaluate how well the
companies held in a fund are managing
their ESG risks and opportunities. Investors no
longer have to pick from a small minority of
funds marketed based on their focus on
sustainable or responsible investing. They can

Millennials

Female

Overall

Male

Little :r
No In :erest

Somewhat
Interested

Highly
Interested
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now put their money to work in ways that
are meaningful to them or that support a longwhat they consider the best choices from a broad

Myth #6—A fund needs to have an explicit
sustainability strategy in place to receive a high
Morningstar Sustainability Rating.

group of funds.

We measure all funds the same way - based

term investment strategy by screening for

Tofiid out more about sustainable Investing and the
Mor ingstar Sustainability Rating, visit our sustainable
inve ting site.
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on the holdings in their portfolios, and not whether

Myth #5—Sustainable investing is a niche activity
that isn't for serious investors.
Institutional investors have used sustainability
factors in their strategies for years. The sustainable
investment market in Europe is worth more
than $13 trillion, while U.S. investment in these
assets is at $6 trillion and growing as of 2014.
Fund flows and demographic shifts indicate that
sustainable investing has the potential to grow
into a major component of the market, considering
the appetites of everyday investors. For example,
women, millennials, and Generation X investors
have all expressed strong interest in this approach.
Trends seem to point in the direction that
sustainable investing could be a way to reach new
demographics of investors while addressing
changing investor preferences, (EXHIBIT 2 )

a fund calls itself sustainable. While many
funds marketed as sustainable do receive high
ratings (confirming their objectives), many
funds that do not market themselves as sustainable may also receive high ratings.

Myth #7—Fund companies pay to receive a
Morningstar Sustainability Rating.
We do not accept payments from asset
management firms to rate their funds. Like our
other ratings for funds and stocks, this rating
is 100% independent and determined using our
own methodology and company-level ESG data
from Sustainalytics. As a result, you can count on
us to report on what a fund actually does,
not what the fund company says it does. HI

(Sources. 5/7/Basics. US SIF, The f-orurn for Sustainabie and
Responsible Investment: Do imesmiscare
sustainabiHty?. PnceWaterbuuseCoopers)
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